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Abstract: Canadian forests are often perceived as pristine and among the last remaining
wilderness, but the majority of them are officially managed and undergo direct land use, mostly
for wood harvest. This land use has modified their functions and properties, often inadvertently
(e.g., age structure) but sometimes purposefully (e.g., fire suppression). Based on a review
of the literature pertaining to carbon cycling, climate regulation, and disturbances from logging,
fire, and insect outbreaks, we propose five scientific principles relevant for Canadian managed
forests. Among these, a principle we wish to highlight is the need to properly account for the
management-related fossil fuel emissions, because they will affect the global carbon cycle and
climate for millennia unless massive atmospheric carbon dioxide removal becomes a reality.
We also use these five principles to address questions of current interest to research scientists,
forest managers, and policy makers. Our review focusses on total ecosystem carbon storage
and various mechanisms through which forests affect climate, in particular albedo and aerosols
forcings—including how disturbances influence all these elements—but also touches on other
ecosystem goods and services. Our review underscores the importance of conducting >100-year
time horizon studies of carbon cycling, climate regulation, and disturbances in Canadian
managed forests.
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1. Introduction
Land use change and its consequences are most apparent when accompanied by major
transformations of land cover, for example the conversion of forest to cropland or the replacement of
natural vegetation with human-made surfaces. Yet land use change does not always involve land cover
change [1]. Globally, the most widespread type of “land management change” (i.e., the use of land by
humans, without changing the land cover) occurs in forests; indeed only one fourth of the total forested
area is not currently affected by human use [1]. Non-deforestation wood harvest is usually the main
objective of forest management and has been occurring worldwide for centuries, often affecting the same
area repeatedly [2,3]. This direct use of forests for timber extraction goes along with inadvertent
consequences, of which we are increasingly becoming aware. Even without permanent land cover
change, the transition from wild to managed forests modifies carbon storage and climate-relevant land
surface properties like albedo through altered age structure and species composition, among others [4,5].
Managed forests also undergo temporary land cover change, because harvesting mature stands triggers
a process of natural succession among different vegetation types, with a delay of years to decades before
recovering back to a closed-canopy forest [6,7].
Canadian forests, particularly in the boreal region, are often perceived as being largely intact due to
low population density, an overall small proportion of forest cleared for agriculture or urban settings,
and the high share (~65%) of the forested area found in unfragmented blocks covering at least
1 Mha [8–10]. Although not inaccurate, this perspective is incomplete: excluding the Arctic ecozones,
more than one fourth of Canada’s landmass is within 500 m of human access or activity; outside the
boreal region, less than 45% of the forested area is found in unfragmented blocks covering at least 50,000
ha; and even in the boreal region, more than 60% of the timber productive area has already been logged
at least once [8,11,12]. These features result mainly from wood harvest and associated forest roads, but
also from other ubiquitous activities like mining, oil and gas exploration and exploitation, hydroelectric
power generation, agriculture, and hunting/fishing/trapping [13–16]. More than 40 years ago, the
increasing northward human pressure led Hare and Ritchie [17] to state that “(p)erhaps within the next
decade—and certainly within what is left of this century—the Boreal forest of North America (...) will
be massively altered by economic invasion”. One thing is sure: even though most of Canada’s
pre-European settlement forests are still covered by trees, human land use does occur over millions of
hectares within them.
The purpose of this review is to: (1) propose scientific principles related to carbon cycling and climate
regulation in the context of the major disturbances happening in Canadian managed forests (CMF); and
(2) apply these principles to specific questions raised by human use of these forests. Carbon cycling and
climate regulation are indeed major CMF ecosystem functions, and these functions are strongly influenced
by disturbances that are anthropogenic (i.e., logging) or partly under human control despite being mostly
natural (i.e., fire suppression and insect outbreak management) [18–24]. Note that our objective is not to
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review the expected impacts of climate change, including droughts; for these, we refer readers to previous
publications [25–30]. We rather address the consequences stemming from land use in CMF, in the context
of ongoing climate change that should require both mitigation and adaptation measures. We also exclude
from our review the aquatic ecosystems that are embedded within CMF, even though they play a role in
carbon cycling and are affected by land use, as well as the urban forests that provide various benefits to
the ~80% of Canadians living in urban settings [31–36].
In the following section, we better define what CMF consist of, outline their human use history, present
the ecosystems goods and services they provide, and discuss the role played by logging, fire, and insect
outbreaks. In the third section, we discuss five principles that reflect the most important aspects of our
current understanding of carbon cycling, climate regulation, and disturbances in CMF. In the fourth
section, we use these principles to address four questions of current interest regarding the management
of Canadian forests.
2. Overview of Canadian Managed Forests
The exact definition of CMF ultimately rests upon a two-step procedure: (1) “forests” are defined as
areas of at least 1 ha with the potential to develop crown closure of 25% or more and a tree height of
5 m or more; and (2) the “managed” portions of these forests consist of lands under management for
wood harvest, protected from natural disturbances when judged appropriate, or set aside for conservation
purposes [37,38]. In other words, the managed forests of Canada correspond to tree-covered areas for
which various decisions need to be made and implemented, through long-term planning (e.g., harvesting
schedules) or short-term responses (e.g., fire suppression). CMF are spatially well correlated with areas
exhibiting the highest proportion of tree cover (based on [39]), are generally located away from the
Hudson Bay, and go much further north in western than in eastern Canada (Figure 1). Approximately
230 of the 350 Mha of Canadian forests are currently managed following the definition described above
(i.e., not only for wood harvest), which corresponds to the definition of managed forest used for the
reporting of greenhouse gas emissions to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) [37,38]. Given that almost two thirds of the CMF fall within the boreal region, our review
particularly reflects the characteristics of these forests [24]. Note that CMF extent is not
fixed permanently, but can change through time (e.g., northward expansion of wood harvest in
eastern Canada).
Canadian forests are relatively young due to the dramatic influence of the most recent glaciation.
Indeed, the country was almost entirely ice-covered during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), about
21,000 years ago. Plant species re-colonized the territory at different rhythms following the ice sheet
retreat, and it was not until about 5000 years ago that the vegetation domains and assemblages became
similar to the contemporaneous ones, albeit with changes still ongoing at the time of European
settlement [40]. Today, Canada is mostly covered by coniferous forests (~70% of the treed area,
consisting mostly of Picea genus, followed by Pinus, Abies, and other genera), along with mixedwood
(~20% of the area) and deciduous forests (~10% of the area, consisting mostly of Populus genus,
followed by Betula, Acer, and other genera) [41].
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Figure 1. Current extent of the managed forests within Canada (see text for definitions),
along with the percentage of tree cover estimated for year 2001 (based on [39]).
The older paradigm of pre-European pristine forests barely affected by Aboriginal people over
thousands of years is giving way to a more nuanced view in which resource extraction, the use of fire to
modify landscape attributes, and cascading impacts from the possibly human-driven megafauna
extinction resulted in substantial impacts across Canada [15,42]. European settlers then affected
Canadian forests mainly through agriculture and wood harvest, starting along the St. Lawrence river in
the 17th century and progressively moving west across the country [2,43]. By the 19th century,
commercial wood harvest had begun in boreal forests [11]. North of the Canadian Prairies, the
conversion of the boreal forest southern fringe to agriculture, including cattle ranching, became
important in the late 19th and early 20th centuries [2,13,15,43,44]. Some parts of this region still witness
high rates of agriculture-driven deforestation, partly offset by high rates of land abandonment [13,45].
For Canada as a whole, however, the mean loss of forests to agriculture has been less than 0.02%
annually since 1990 [38]. Activities related to the oil and gas sector, hydroelectric power generation, and
mining have become more widespread in Canadian forests over the 20th century [15,16]. These activities
do not lead to major deforestation, but require various linear features (road networks, pipelines, seismic
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lines, railways, and power lines) that fragment forests and influence much more land than the area they
cover [8,12,15,16,38,46]. Other less prominent activities related to resource extraction also provide
goods and income to Canadians [14,38,47]. In particular, the extraction of non-timber forest products
(NTFP) is important and shows an interesting growth potential. Besides the emblematic maple syrup
with sales of 350 million Canadian dollars in 2011, NTFP include various food items (e.g., mushrooms),
ornamental (e.g., flowers) and transformed (e.g., essential oils) products, and even health and personal
care products (e.g., paclitaxel, a cancer-fighting molecule) [38,48,49]. Estimates of the current NTFP
sales across Canada are few and uncertain, but the ~500–600 different products could give rise to a
billion-dollar industry and create tens of thousands of jobs in rural regions [48,49]. In addition to
resource extraction, CMF provide many regulating and supporting services like carbon sequestration,
climate regulation, primary production, flood control, and water quality [16,18–21,37,50,51]. The CMF
cultural services go beyond recreational activities and include a strong sense of identity. Although many
Canadians have not felled a single tree in their lifetime, the historical habit of “going up north” to lumber
camps during wintertime still looms large in the country’s psyche, as reflected by traditional songs,
legends, and poems that remain popular [52–54].
Fire and insect outbreaks are part of the natural dynamics of CMF, especially in the boreal region,
and the vegetation succession process they trigger explains the “mosaic of patches” structure of
forests [55–59]. The wood harvest performed through clear-cutting over more than 90% of the logged area
leads to further stand replacement and forest patchiness [60]. Together, these disturbances explain the
surprising results from a recent study by Hansen et al. [61]: between 2000 and 2005, Canada was the
country with the second highest gross forest cover loss, both in absolute and relative terms (the latter
being restricted to countries with >100 Mha of forest). The net forest cover loss was however very small,
because in Canada actual deforestation is rare and most of the disturbed stands are allowed to regenerate
back to forests [62]. Nevertheless, fire, insect outbreaks, and wood harvest result in ever-changing spatial
patterns of stand age, as well as forest cover gains and losses, across CMF [63,64]. The areas disturbed
by fire and moderate to severe insect outbreaks in all Canadian forests since the 1980s have been
estimated at ~2 Mha/yr and ~18 Mha/yr, respectively, but with major interannual fluctuations [60].
Typically fire predominates in the west and insects in the east, except for the exceptional mountain pine
beetle (MPB; Dendroctonus ponderosae Hopkins) outbreak that is still ongoing in western
Canada [18,37,38,65,66]. Although often grouped together as “natural disturbances”, fire and insect
outbreaks differ markedly. Insects are much more selective than fire in the tree species and age classes
they attack, and their outbreaks are often synchronized over larger areas and can be relatively periodic [65].
Whereas the so-called “forest insect pests” target live trees only, the direct fire-induced carbon emissions
come on average at ~85% from dead carbon pools in Canada [37,67]. And while fires in CMF caused
direct carbon emissions of 23 Tg·C/yr on average from 1990 to 2008, insect outbreaks do not directly
remove carbon from forests, but rather entail growth losses and transfers from live biomass to in-forest
dead carbon pools [37]. As the insect-killed trees progressively decompose, the carbon they contain is
emitted to the atmosphere at a pace that depends upon the environmental (temperature, moisture, etc.)
conditions, with some carbon potentially ending up in soils for thousands of years [6,7,68–70]. Contrary
to fire and insect outbreaks, wood harvest in CMF does not fluctuate much from one year to another:
starting at roughly 0.3 Mha/yr in the 1920s, the area harvested annually increased more or less steadily up
to ~1 Mha/yr during 1995–2005, decreasing quickly since then to levels below 0.7 Mha/yr [18,37,38,60].
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Over 1990–2008, harvest has directly removed about twice as much carbon from CMF than fire and
transferred almost as much carbon from live biomass to in-forest dead carbon pools as fire and insects
combined, despite affecting a smaller area [37].
3. Five Scientific Principles Relevant for Forest Management
We critically reviewed the literature related to carbon cycling, climate regulation, and disturbances
to propose five scientific principles that we consider fundamental to the management of CMF. We
believe these principles should facilitate the application of the existing knowledge to specific
management questions. The first three principles deal mostly with carbon cycling, whereas the last two
principles address a broader suite of processes. In general, we only accounted for the carbon dioxide
(CO2) component of the carbon cycle. This simplification is more consequential for fire, which emits
dozens of non-CO2 carbon-containing chemical species [71]. Yet the overwhelming majority of the
carbon emitted ends up as CO2, because roughly 90% of the carbon monoxide (CO) is quickly
transformed to CO2 and 50%–100% of the methane (CH4) eventually gets oxidized to CO2 [72,73].
3.1. The Disturbance Regime, not a Single Disturbance Event, Modulates Long-Term Carbon Storage
Disturbances are, by definition, discrete events having noticeable impacts on ecosystem functions and
properties [74]. Presenting disturbances as catastrophes that threaten forests seems normal, especially
for CMF where the return interval between two events is often more than a century. Yet CMF are
well-adapted and resilient to the fire and insect disturbances that have been affecting them for
hundreds of years, so that the forest itself, and often the same tree species, regenerate naturally
afterwards [46,75–78]. Since CMF consist of hundreds of thousands of forest stands, each with its own
time since the last disturbance, looking at disturbance regimes over the entire landscape, particularly the
long-term “average” return interval and severity, is more appropriate than considering a single event
over a given area [74,79–81].
For a stable disturbance regime and climate, carbon losses from recently disturbed stands will be
offset by carbon gains in older regrowing stands [80,81]. The resulting landscape-level equilibrium in
carbon storage is lower than it would be in the absence of disturbances; further, it is only an approximate
equilibrium due to: (1) the high interannual variability in the occurrence of disturbance events; (2) the
spatial variability in stand productivity and carbon storage across the landscape; and (3) the fact that
disturbance regimes are never perfectly stable [18,29,30,37,76]. The resulting fluctuations can modify
the total carbon storage for decades, but usually fade away in the long term. For example, affected forests
should recover over the coming decades from the receding MPB outbreak, so that the end-of-century CMF
carbon storage will rather depend upon future disturbance rates and climate-driven changes to forest
properties [22,29,66,82]. Besides the frequency of disturbances, the severity of events influences
long-term landscape-level equilibrium by removing more or less carbon each time [81,83,84]. Moreover,
disturbance severity sometimes modifies forest composition: severe fires can temporarily favour
trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides) over black spruce (Picea mariana), while repeated defoliation of
deciduous trees by gypsy moth (Lymantria disspar) can be beneficial for coniferous trees [85–87].
A few caveats about the possible importance of a single disturbance event are warranted. First, eddy
covariance data suggest that undisturbed stands can remain carbon sinks for centuries, in contradiction
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with the traditional hypothesis of perfect carbon balance for old stands [88–90]. As a result, a disturbed
forest stand might never “catch up” with the total amount of carbon it would have had if left undisturbed.
This consideration is however rather theoretical for the CMF as a whole, because overall the net carbon
accumulation for >100-year stands in Canada is small, especially in boreal forests, and can even be
negative in some years [89,90]. Second, a single disturbance could in principle trigger an irreversible
shift to non-forest conditions even under a forest-suitable climate [91]. The documented cases of such
alternative stable states in Canadian forests, however, actually involve two events (insect–fire or fire–fire)
in rapid succession, with the trees regenerating after the first event still being immature when the second
event occurred [92,93]. Other documented cases of large-scale post-disturbance forest regeneration failure
originate from remnant forests that established under a different climate centuries ago [94].
In summary, although isolated disturbance events can have local legacies, the overall carbon budget of
CMF on centennial timescales is rather modulated by the landscape-level disturbance regime.
Consequently, sustained increases in disturbance rate ultimately matter more for the ongoing climate
change than spectacular, but anomalous (statistically speaking), events. Unfortunately, detecting regime
changes is difficult in practice due to the high stochasticity of natural disturbances [95].
3.2. Disturbance-Driven net Carbon Emissions can Differ Substantially from the Gross Emissions
Among the three disturbances discussed heretofore, fire is probably the one whose carbon emissions
have been investigated the most. Both globally and in Canada, studies have often considered mainly, if
not exclusively, the combustion-driven emissions [18,37,67,71,96–99]. While relevant, these gross
emissions are misused when compared directly to fossil fuel emissions because they provide an
incomplete picture. The net carbon emissions from fire go indeed beyond what is actually combusted,
and must account for the changes in decomposition (including the vegetation that was killed, but not
combusted, by fire) and productivity (including the major emissions offset from post-fire vegetation
regrowth) [100]. For example, the global net fire emissions over the 20th century were approximately
only half of the gross emissions over the same period [101]. For stable fire regimes, the gross fire CO2
emissions should eventually be perfectly offset, on average, by the other fire-caused fluxes [102]. These
ideas, as well as the notion that most of the net emissions occur in the first few decades following a fire
regime shift, are supported by simulations in a fully coupled climate–carbon model [103,104]. In the
case of northern North America, we note that the increase in fire disturbance towards the end of the 20th
century has led to a net decrease in forest carbon storage, reversing the previous sink effect that had itself
resulted from less frequent fires [18,105–107].
Like fire, the net changes in forest carbon resulting from wood harvest include not only the carbon
directly removed from the ecosystem, but also the fluxes from the decomposing wood debris and the
regrowing vegetation. In Canada at least, these post-disturbance stand-level carbon fluxes are similar for
both disturbance types: an initial carbon source reversing after ~10–20 years to a sink, which peaks before
age 80 and decreases progressively [89,90,108]. Globally, the gross carbon sources and sinks resulting
from wood harvest are much higher than the ones for deforestation/afforestation, but the opposite is true
for the net emissions [109]. Since net emissions from constant wood harvest would fluctuate around zero
in the long run, the global increase in net emissions from 1850 reflects the increasing amount of wood
harvest [110]. Despite these conceptual similarities, one fundamental difference exists between fire and
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wood harvest: the carbon directly removed from the forest is immediately transferred to the atmosphere
by fire, but can be stored for decades or centuries following wood harvest [109,110]. The stock of
harvested wood products (HWP) coming from CMF (which are partly still in use, partly decomposing
in landfills) has been growing steadily since the beginning of the 20th century [111,112]. Although the
HWP stock was less than 2% of the CMF total ecosystem carbon 25 years ago, the absolute increase
since then has been roughly an order of magnitude greater for the former than for the latter [37,111,112].
The management of HWP stocks has therefore a role to play in climate change mitigation, which is
reflected in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) new accounting rules on the explicit
reporting of HWP changes [24,113].
The situation is markedly different for insect disturbances: since there is no direct carbon removal in
the short term, the issue resides in estimating the long-term net impact on carbon storage. Three
observations emerge from the literature. First, forests can recover very quickly from single-year
light to moderate defoliation events and are hardly impacted by bark beetles during the endemic
phase [108,114–117]. Second, many analyses have looked at timber or aboveground carbon only,
providing limited insight into the impacts on ecosystem carbon storage [118–122]. Third, the recent
eddy covariance studies of the net carbon balance following major insect outbreaks are still very short
(i.e., a few years) compared with the recovery dynamics (i.e., various decades when mortality
occurs) [108,123–125]. From the few modelling studies in or close to the CMF, we suggest the following
generalizations for severe outbreaks: (1) the carbon loss is substantially lower for the total ecosystem than
for biomass (or timber) alone, in relative and absolute terms; and (2) more severe outbreaks result in greater
temporal changes (i.e., higher carbon source, followed by higher carbon sink) [66,84,87,126,127].
In summary, the distinction between gross and net emissions is necessary to adequately appreciate
the consequences of fire or wood harvest on carbon cycling. For both disturbances, the net emissions are
usually much lower than the gross emissions, due to the carbon uptake from the regrowing vegetation,
and come mostly from changes in the disturbance regime. For insect outbreaks, research has often been
dedicated to the impacts from a single outbreak on timber only, so the consequences of actual insect
disturbance regimes on the total carbon storage remain poorly quantified. To our knowledge, only one
study has looked at the impacts from repeated outbreaks on ecosystem carbon in North America [87].
3.3. Even If Initially Beneficial, Mitigation Strategies Requiring Repeated Fossil Fuel Emissions can
Become Detrimental over the Climatically-Relevant Millennial Time Horizon
People studying or managing CMF are used to thinking over decennial and centennial timescales,
because the fire return interval is over a century across most of the territory and the typical logging rotation
is around 70–120 years [128,129]. Yet these time horizons are still too short for some analyses related
to the ongoing anthropogenic climate change. Of the ~500–2000 Pg·C of anthropogenic CO2 emissions
projected to happen during the 21st century, ~15%–40% will still be in the atmosphere after 1000 years and
~10%–20% after 10,000 years—unless massive atmospheric CO2 removal becomes a reality [130–133].
The global surface temperature will increase linearly with the cumulative emissions and will then decline
very slowly, if at all, for thousands of years following emissions cessation [131,134–137]. Today’s fossil
fuel CO2 emissions will thus impact the global carbon cycle and climate on a millennial time horizon.
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Note that the focus on CO2 is warranted since the global warming and cooling impacts from non-CO2
agents almost cancel each other, both for contemporaneous and projected climate forcing [138,139].

Figure 2. Net carbon mitigation from a treatment increasing forest carbon storage, based on
realistic values for Canadian managed forests (CMF). The dotted gray line gives the initial
landscape-level equilibrium carbon, whereas the dashed gray line gives the landscape-level
equilibrium carbon with the treatment effect. (a) The treatment started in year 100 and was
maintained perpetually. The results account for the forest landscape only; (b) The treatment
started in year 100 and was halted in year 300. The results account for the forest landscape
only; (c) The treatment started in year 100 and was halted in year 300. The results now also
account for the fossil fuel emissions incurred; (d) The treatment started in year 100 and was
maintained perpetually. The results now also account for the fossil fuel emissions incurred.
Net carbon mitigation became negative in year 1021.
Current emissions from the Canadian forest sector are noticeably lower than they have been during the
1990s and early 2000s, due to decreased total production and a lower share of fossil fuels in the energy
mix [38]. Greenhouse gases emissions in 2005 were estimated at 53 Tg·CO2eq (CO2 equivalents), with
48% from direct and indirect energy use at wood processing facilities, 46% from CH4 emissions from
wood products decomposing in landfills, and 6% from transportation [112]. The previous numbers do
not include the fuel consumed during wood harvest itself and other forest management activities (e.g.,
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airplanes used for fire suppression). These additional management-related emissions were considered
small enough to be left unquantified in the NCASI (2007) study [112], yet accounting for them may
sometimes be essential in order to adequately assess the benefits from mitigation strategies.
Management actions are often considered to be carbon-beneficial if, over one stand rotation, the
resulting increase in forest carbon is greater than the associated fossil fuel emissions. Although usually
necessary, this criterion is not always sufficient. Another key question is whether the increase in forest
carbon will persist if the treatment is not repeated over the next rotations. In the affirmative, for example
following afforestation in a region with forest-suitable climate, the usual assessment based on a single
rotation is conceptually appropriate. In the negative, however, the purported carbon mitigation strategy
could become detrimental over the relevant millennial time horizon. We developed a simple model of
landscape-level forest carbon dynamics to illustrate this concept (Figure 2; see Supplementary Material for
more details). We assumed that the forest carbon was initially in equilibrium. Then, a specific treatment
increasing net primary productivity was initiated. Following the treatment onset, the landscape progressively
reached a higher equilibrium carbon storage (Figure 2a) because the stand-level increase in productivity
was only maintained, not augmented, each time the treatment was repeated. Assuming that the treatment was
halted later on, the forest then resumed to its initial equilibrium (Figure 2b). When accounting for the fossil
fuel emissions incurred to perform the treatment, the net carbon mitigation from this onset-and-halt
pattern consequently resulted in a “fossil fuel debt” (Figure 2c). In fact, even when the treatment was
perpetually repeated, the net carbon mitigation progressively shifted from positive to negative due to
the ongoing fossil fuel emissions required (Figure 2d). The outcomes were similar for an analysis of
a mitigation strategy based on the transfer of forest carbon to HWP having a longer carbon residence
time than the forest itself (see Supplementary Material). In both cases, the net carbon mitigation
eventually becomes negative unless: (1) fossil fuel emissions are not required, from the beginning
(onset-and-halt pattern) or soon enough (maintained perpetually); or (2) the emissions are offset by
a greater amount of forest or HWP carbon ending up in pools with a millennial residence time, or are
actually negative due to the substitution of HWP for energy-intensive products [113].
In summary, the anthropogenic perturbations to the carbon cycle and climate from fossil fuel
emissions have millennial timescales and must be considered as such. Analyses of forest-related carbon
mitigation strategies that span only a few decades to centuries might therefore be short-sighted and
counter-productive, especially when the gains happen upfront and the costs are recurrent.
3.4. Climate Regulation goes Beyond Carbon Cycling, for Disturbed and Undisturbed Forests
The substantial amount of carbon stored within CMF (currently estimated at ~50 Pg·C) and the focus
put by the UNFCCC on greenhouse gases have fostered research on carbon cycling in the
region [37,113]. Nonetheless, CMF influence the climate through many other processes. The process
most studied over the past fifteen years is arguably the decrease in albedo when trees are present,
especially when they mask underlying snow. This albedo decrease implies that the Earth conserves
a higher amount of the incoming solar radiation, resulting in a global warming effect [20,21,23,140,141].
Various modelling experiments have concluded that, for the entire boreal region, this warming effect is
stronger than the associated cooling effect from increased carbon storage by forests; hence large-scale
boreal deforestation (afforestation) would actually cool (warm) the climate, contrary to the carbon-based
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expectation [142–145]. These idealized studies are informative, but do not answer questions about
realistic forest cover changes. Afforestation of the CMF areas that have actually been deforested could
result in net climate cooling (although barely noticeable), because deforestation has happened
preferentially in areas with relatively high carbon content and low snow cover [146–148]. On the other
hand, the albedo cooling may be greater than the carbon warming following the loss of closed-canopy
forest that happened in northeastern CMF due to repeated fires [93]. The role of albedo change is also
relevant in the much more common case of natural disturbances followed by forest regeneration. Both
fires and the current MPB outbreak have been estimated to result in net climate cooling, although the
analysis was limited to 14 years for the MPB [149,150]. Since the net climatic impact is a small residual
between the larger carbon and albedo effects, which are uncertain themselves, each of the previous
outcomes can be debated. Implicit assumptions also play a major role; for example: (1) the outcome
might depend on the particular tree species used for afforestation; or (2) the albedo effect should loose
strength in the future, and may already be doing so, due to warming-induced shortening of snow-cover
duration [23,151,152]. More studies are needed before one can arrive at a more robust conclusion, but
there is no doubt that the albedo effect has to be accounted for in CMF.
Besides albedo, differences in surface roughness and canopy conductance among vegetation types
control the land–atmosphere exchanges of energy and water over CMF [141,153,154]. The land-surface
properties determine not only the net radiation absorbed, but also how this net amount is partitioned
among various fluxes. By creating patches with very different turbulent fluxes of sensible and latent
heat, fire can modify mesoscale circulation over boreal forests, which may in turn influence the location
of future fire events [155,156]. Changes in turbulent fluxes are not considered to be traditional “forcings”
since they do not directly alter Earth’s radiative balance, yet they affect surface temperature [141,157].
Moreover, modified turbulent fluxes can actually lead to climate forcing through changes in cloud
cover [158]. Studies about the net impact from vegetation changes within Canada on cloud cover are
unfortunately limited and provide contradictory evidence [20,145,154].
But the most important influence of CMF on climate may actually occur through aerosols. Different
aerosol species give rise to various forcings, the most important being the direct radiative effect and the
cloud-mediated indirect effect that involves many processes [159]. Despite giving rise to a strong net
cooling that may offset the warming from non-CO2 well-mixed greenhouse gases, anthropogenic aerosol
forcings remain poorly understood [139]. For natural aerosols, even the emissions are highly uncertain,
with estimates spanning more than two orders of magnitude for some sources [159,160]. Heretofore,
studies on the climatic impacts from vegetation-related aerosols have focussed on fire and biogenic
volatile organic compounds (BVOC).
Fire emits various aerosols that have major climate impacts despite their small share of the total
emissions and their short atmospheric lifetime [71,159]. While most climatic impacts from a single pulse
of fire aerosols would vanish within a day to a few weeks, recurring pulses result in a non-zero “average”
climate forcing that depends upon the fire regime [139,159]. Global-scale studies concluded that: (1) all
current biomass burning may have a negligible, or even negative, impact on global temperature due to
the net cooling from fire-emitted aerosols; and (2) future changes in non-deforestation fires could lead
to a small warming or substantial cooling, depending upon the highly uncertain strength of
the cloud-mediated effect [103,161–163]. On the other hand, a recent study simulating additional
processes concluded that fire aerosols might have a net warming impact [164]. Despite these
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uncertainties, the current evidence points towards a net cooling from boreal forest fires because studies
looking at this question did not include aerosol-related cooling [149,150]. We note that fire also increases
the atmospheric concentration of non-CO2 greenhouse gases like CH4, but the resulting effect on climate
is noticeably smaller than the one from aerosols [162,163].
Globally, vegetation emits dozens of BVOC that can lead to the subsequent formation of secondary
organic aerosols [159,165]. Vegetation composition strongly influences aerosols formation over CMF,
because BVOC emission factors vary by orders of magnitude among boreal plant types [165].
BVOC-derived secondary organic aerosols cool the climate through radiative and cloud albedo (one of the
cloud-mediated processes) effects, globally and over CMF [160]. The cloud albedo forcing is estimated to
be particularly large over boreal forests during summer [160]. Kulmala et al. [166] hypothesized a decade
ago that this forcing might constitute a negative feedback to climate warming, whereby higher temperature
increases BVOC emissions and cloud albedo. Although this negative feedback appears negligible globally,
its strength is likely much higher over boreal forests due to cleaner background conditions [167]. BVOC
also have climatic impacts that could be modified through warming-induced changes in insect herbivory
or plant phenology, but these impacts have not been quantified yet [168–170].
In summary, climate regulation by CMF is multifaceted, both for disturbed and undisturbed
conditions. In particular, surface albedo and aerosols can predominate over carbon cycling in some
circumstances. The role of albedo in northern forests is well recognized and has been validated by
empirical-based studies [171,172]. Although the existence and importance of aerosols climatic impacts
are established, their actual forcing remains elusive. Given the undergoing discovery of basic
mechanisms, the strong non-linear dependence of aerosols forcing on background atmospheric pollution,
and the wide inter-model range of results for the processes already represented, we should not expect
conclusive results soon, especially for natural aerosols [173–177].
3.5. Wood Harvest Cannot Perfectly Emulate Natural Disturbances
The idea that wood harvest should aim to emulate natural disturbances in forests where they frequently
occur was proposed a few decades ago to foster sustainable forestry, particularly for maintaining
biodiversity and ecosystem functions [46,178]. This natural disturbance-based management approach
rests upon the “coarse filter” concept, which promotes the conservation of a wide array of habitats across
the landscape instead of focussing on individual species, and recognizes the essential role of disturbance
regimes characterized by a range of variability in the frequency, severity, and size of individual
events [46,178]. However, wood harvest differs fundamentally from natural disturbances in many
aspects and cannot be simply substituted for them.
At the stand level, the most obvious difference between wood harvest and natural disturbances resides
in the direct removal of organic matter. Fire directly removes less than half of the carbon contained in
the trees it kills [37,97,99]. On the other hand, the purpose of wood harvest is to move carbon,
particularly the stems, out of the forest. Regarding soil carbon, the situation is the opposite in CMF: most
direct fire emissions usually come from soil and dead organic matter, whereas current logging practices
aim to minimize soil disturbance [37,46,67]. Overall, wood harvest directly removes from CMF
~1.3 time more carbon than fire on a per-area (of disturbance) basis [37]. Moreover, the impacts from
fire vs. wood harvest on the availability of nutrients differ substantially for nitrogen, calcium, and
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magnesium, and are even opposite for phosphorus [179]. The decreased availability of nitrogen and
phosphorus following logging vs. fire is greater for whole-tree harvest, possibly enough to reduce tree
growth [46,180]. Although insect outbreaks can result in nutrient losses through leaching, the actual
impacts are often much smaller than for stand-replacing disturbances, especially for nitrogen in
unsaturated soils like the CMF ones [181–184]. Concerning biodiversity, post-disturbance differences
between burned and logged stands are complex. Species richness or diversity is often higher following
logging rather than fire for the first harvest rotation in CMF, but results from Europe suggest the opposite
for subsequent rotations [46]. Communities of birds, arthropods, and plants have been observed to differ
considerably for the first few years after the disturbance, but much less after a decade; nevertheless, the
across-stands post-disturbance variability in community composition is systematically higher for fire
than for logging [46]. In the case of wood harvest, some of the variability in community composition
might result from planting vs. natural regeneration [185]. Although alternative logging techniques (e.g.,
partial harvesting instead of complete clear-cutting) can decrease the stand-level differences between
wood harvest and natural disturbances, they cannot completely erase them [46,178].
Other major differences arise at the landscape level. Even for the same average disturbance rate,
the age-class distribution differs between the two disturbance types because humans, contrary to fire,
systematically avoid the younger stands and often target the oldest ones. In eastern CMF, the current
age-class distribution of a >1.5 Mha landscape has thus been shown to lie completely outside the
fire-induced natural range of variability, even though mechanized logging started less than 40 years ago
in that region [186]. Past logging in CMF is further considered to have decreased the abundance of
coniferous species and reduced pre-existing altitudinal gradients in vegetation composition [187]. Wood
harvest also alters the spatial structure of the landscape, resulting in a higher number of smaller-sized
patches [46,57]. Such differences in spatial structure can modify the disturbance regime from the eastern
spruce budworm (Choristoneura fumiferana Clemens), a major periodic defoliator of CMF needleleaf
trees [188]. These landscape-level disparities in habitat features (age classes, fragmentation, and spatial
structure) between wood harvest and natural disturbances are not systematically detrimental for
biodiversity. For example, the higher proportion of very young stands is beneficial for moose (Alces alces)
and its predators [59]. On the other hand, a strong decrease in very old stands is dramatic for species
requiring vast expanses of such habitat. The iconic woodland caribou (Rangifer tarandus caribou) has
been performing a continent-wide northward retreat, very likely in response to the logging wave from
the south [46,189]. Today, one of the five Canadian populations of woodland caribou is listed as
endangered, while two others, including the most widespread one, are listed as threatened [190]. Very large
fire years also decrease suitable habitat for woodland caribou, but extirpation seems to be driven
primarily by wood harvest and the loss of historical habitat is greater in regions with a longer forestry
history [59,189,190].
Wood harvest involves further aspects that have no analog in unmanaged forests. First, road networks
built for forestry operations result in a semi-permanent loss of vegetation cover, highly fragment the
landscape, constitute favourable corridors for the propagation of exotic species, and alter animal behaviour,
among others [8,12,46]. Estimates of the area deforested for forest roads vary from ~0.3% to ~2% of the
harvested area, but roads influence a much greater area of CMF than they occupy [38,191]. Second, forest
management aims to remove a fairly constant amount of wood out of CMF each year, whereas interannual
gross fire emissions vary by more than one order of magnitude [37,67]. Implementing “pulsed” wood
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harvests might therefore seem desirable in order to better emulate the effect of natural disturbances, but
also entails potential disadvantages, particularly if a large fire year occurs shortly after a wood harvest
pulse [59].
In summary, natural disturbance-based management should be pursued in order to mitigate the
detrimental consequences from wood harvest, but we must recognize that the fundamental differences
between logging and natural disturbances prevent us from fully achieving its goal [46,57,178].
4. Application to Specific Management Issues
We now use the five previous principles (summarized in Table 1) to address four management issues
of current interest. Both the questions and responses are for the specific context of CMF and, despite the
many caveats involved, we forced ourselves to propose a clear “yes” or “no” answer to each
question—albeit with qualifications in some cases.
Table 1. Five scientific principles relevant for Canadian managed forests.
Code
Principle
P1
The disturbance regime, not a single disturbance event, modulates long-term carbon storage
P2
Disturbance-driven net carbon emissions can differ substantially from the gross emissions
Even if initially beneficial, mitigation strategies requiring repeated fossil fuel emissions can
P3
become detrimental over the climatically-relevant millennial time horizon
P4
Climate regulation goes beyond carbon cycling, for disturbed and undisturbed forests
P5
Wood harvest cannot perfectly emulate natural disturbances

4.1. Should We Suppress Natural Disturbances to Mitigate Climate Change? No
Natural disturbances are expected to generally increase in or close to the CMF over the coming decades
and centuries (see [24,30] for boreal-focussed reviews). Suppressing natural disturbances is sometimes
mentioned as a climate change mitigation strategy, the idea being to increase landscape-level carbon
storage through the reduction of disturbance frequency and/or severity, in accordance with P1 [113,192].
We do not, however, support this strategy in CMF, mainly for two reasons.
First, suppressing natural disturbances might actually contribute to climate warming (P4). For fire in
CMF, the current understanding does point towards a net cooling effect [149,150]. The previous studies
did not include all known aerosol-related impacts, but the evidence available suggests that fire-emitted
aerosols would either further cool the climate or not warm it enough to change the outcome, while the
possible post-fire reduction in BVOC-derived aerosol cooling appears much too small to play a substantial
role [160–164]. Even when considering carbon cycling only, the net impacts from major changes in
fire frequency are much smaller than suggested by the gross emissions (P2) [103,104]. Peatlands and
permafrost, which store high amounts of carbon per unit area and were not included in the previous studies,
might however be exceptions [193]. Unfortunately, current knowledge on the climate impact or net
carbon emissions from insect outbreaks is limited, especially over repeated outbreaks.
Second, the cumulative fossil fuel emissions required to maintain suppression may eventually become
higher than the potential increases in forest carbon storage (P3). Although this is highly speculative on
a millennial timescale, one could hypothesize that early suppression of the recent MPB outbreak would
have permanently prevented its crossing of the Rocky Mountains into the boreal forest, where it has been
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observed to successfully attack and reproduce in a new host [194]. But in general, suppression of natural
disturbances would require repeated interventions instead of a single-time action. Furthermore, the actual
feasibility and efficiency of sustained and large-scale disturbance suppression in North American forests
are questionable [22,102,195–197]. If suppression were implemented and then had to be abandoned, the
temporary increase in CMF carbon storage would progressively fade away (P1) and fossil fuel carbon
would have been emitted in vain (P3). The previous discussion refers to traditional fire suppression or
pest management activities, but not to the replacement of wood harvest planned well in advance with
preemptive logging of stands “just before” a natural disturbance occurs. This hypothetical strategy should
be beneficial from a carbon perspective, because it would increase CMF carbon storage without noticeably
modifying management- and HWP-related emissions. Implementing such a strategy might be feasible
for insect defoliators due to the relative periodicity and large-scale spatial synchrony of their outbreaks,
but appears impossible for fire—which likely has a stronger net impact on CMF carbon storage—due to
the dominant role of weather [37,65]. Finally, the strategy might be counter-productive when going beyond
carbon cycling (see the previous paragraph), would involve other impacts on CMF (P5), and the resulting
“pulsed” wood harvests would pose various challenges [59].
There can be valid reasons to suppress particular disturbance events, for example protecting
people and property, conserving a particular habitat crucial for an endangered species, or securing
the timber supply around a forest-dependent community. But climate mitigation does not justify
an across-the-board suppression strategy in CMF, because it might be counter-productive and
is not fail-safe.
4.2. Should We Salvage the Trees Killed by the Mountain Pine Beetle? Yes—But Only Some of Them
The recent MPB outbreak in western CMF has triggered a strong response from federal and provincial
governments, which have together already committed around 2 billion Canadian dollars for various
measures and have started to salvage some MPB-killed trees [198–200]. At the crudest level of analysis,
salvage logging can simply “substitute” with MPB-killed trees the harvest that was originally planned
elsewhere. These spared trees will then be available to replace the MPB-killed trees that should have
been harvested later on. Such substitution does not entail an obvious long-term impact on carbon cycling
(P1 and P2). While perfect substitution is impossible at the local scale in highly affected regions, it is
roughly attainable over the entire province of British Columbia, where the bulk of mortality has occurred.
Prior to the outbreak onset in the early 2000s, the average provincial harvest was around 74 Mm3 of
merchantable wood per year [60]. The most recent estimates project that, at the end of the outbreak,
a total mortality of ~780 Mm3 of merchantable wood will have happened over more than 20 years [201].
Given that MPB-killed trees can be used for many products in the solidwood, pulpwood, and firewood
sectors if they are salvaged within a few years, there is thus room for a substantial amount of
substitution [202,203]. Indeed, provincial-level wood harvest, both in area and in volume, has not
systematically increased since the onset of salvage logging [60]. Salvaging might also have beneficial
outcomes besides mitigating the short-term reduction of merchantable volume. By decreasing
snagfall-induced nitrogen immobilization, salvaging could increase stand productivity ~10–50 years
after mortality [84]. Avoiding massive decomposition of organic matter after MPB outbreaks may also
prevent the degradation of drinking water quality measured in some water-treatment facilities in United
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States, which likely resulted from the reaction between increased dissolved organic matter and water
disinfection products [204]. Finally, lowering fire hazard is an oft-mentioned justification for salvaging,
albeit not really supported by existing studies [205–207].
Yet we do not think that all MPB-killed trees should be salvaged, for four reasons. First and foremost,
stands with enough secondary vegetation can achieve merchantable volumes within a few decades, a
situation that may correspond to a majority of MPB-killed stands [208]. Avoiding systematic salvage
will thus prevent all killed stands from reaching once again the age most susceptible to MPB attack at the
same time, in ~80 years from now [209]. Second, salvaging all MPB-killed trees would almost certainly
involve the construction of more extensive road networks, with the resulting negative impacts (P5). Third,
the MPB-killed trees provide habitat for various species (P5) [210]. Fourth, we need more research on
the climatic and ecological consequences of MPB outbreaks, involving various stand-level comparisons
(i.e., undisturbed forest, MPB attack without salvage, and MPB attack with salvage). Alternative
interventions, like partial harvesting instead of the traditional clear-cutting, also show promises [125].
If the recent MPB outbreak was a one-time isolated event, the decision to salvage or not matters little
for the long-term CMF carbon storage (P1) and other climate regulation processes (P4). (Temperature
changes from short-term radiative forcing pulses also progressively fade away, as exemplified by major
volcanic eruptions [139].) In such circumstances, the net climatic impact would rather be determined by
the related fossil fuel emissions, in the forest itself (P3) but above all regarding the fate of the salvaged
wood (P2). For the latter, the following considerations are relevant: (1) emissions per unit of wood
processed are substantially higher for the pulpwood than the solidwood sector; (2) CH4 emissions from
paper decomposing in landfills were responsible for a third of all CO2eq emissions from the Canadian
forest sector in 2005; and (3) HWP can potentially be substituted for fossil fuels or energy-intensive
products [111–113]. But if severe MPB or other bark beetle outbreaks become common in CMF, then the
recurring dilemma on whether salvage log or harvest elsewhere will be consequential for carbon cycling
and climate, hence the importance of undertaking the research previously suggested. Meanwhile, we can
recommend that salvaging should give priority to stands without secondary structure and located close
to existing forest roads.
4.3. Should We Try to Prevent Paludification? No
Paludification is the natural transformation of well-drained forest stands into peatlands, which can
happen through the lateral expansion of a pre-existing peatland, the lack of drainage in topographic lows
(edaphic paludification), or the accumulation of excessive soil organic matter following the establishment
of Sphagnum spp. mosses (successional paludification) [211–213]. The last process is relatively common
around the Hudson Bay (Figure 1), including in some portions of CMF where research on preventing
paludification is ongoing because the lower timber productivity of paludified stands is considered
detrimental from a forestry perspective [211,212]. While paludification is resilient to low-severity fires,
high-severity fires consume the organic layer and lead to higher tree growth through increased nutrient
availability, warmer soils, and enhanced drainage [211]. Similarly, disturbing the organic layer on purpose
by summer clear-cutting without soil protection increases forest productivity [212].
Despite higher tree growth, preventing paludification likely goes against P2 due to the impact on soil
carbon storage. Although there can be net carbon losses during the transition process and despite high
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spatial variability, paludification seems to increase total ecosystem carbon storage in the long run,
possibly by a factor of roughly 4 [213,214]. Some authors have even suggested that paludification around
the Hudson Bay could account for some of the missing terrestrial carbon sink [211]. In any case, the
evidence available strongly suggests that paludification would result in substantially more carbon storage
over centennial to millennial time horizons. A study on drained peatlands in Finland indicated that
decreased CH4 fluxes could cool the climate in the short term, but this effect stabilizes after a few decades
whereas the concurrent CO2 warming keeps increasing steadily after a century [215]. In fact, over
climatically-relevant millennial timescales, the CO2 effect seems to always be larger than the CH4 effect
for northern peatlands [216]. The decrease in leaf area index from forests to peatlands also suggest an
additional cooling from increased albedo (P4), although this would need validation with data from the
Hudson Bay region [214,215]. Of course, future carbon storage in peatlands could be threatened by
climate-induced increase in fire severity, warming, and changes in hydrology [69,217]. But peatlands
can also be resilient, and we consider that taking the bet of maintained carbon storage is preferable over
almost certainly releasing more soil carbon than the more productive vegetation will sequester [218,219].
This is also a fail-safe approach, because halting the paludification process is much easier and faster than
resuming it.
4.4. Should We Pursue Forest-Based Bioenergy? Yes—But with Limited Expectations and Only When
Sufficiently Beneficial
A considerable body of research has addressed the potential contribution of forest-based bioenergy
as a climate change mitigation strategy, as detailed in the latest IPCC reports [192,220]. Wood can indeed
replace fossil fuels as a direct energy source (i.e., through combustion) or following transformation into
a second-generation biofuel (e.g., cellulosic ethanol). Here we discuss this strategy for CMF in the light
of the previous principles. We refer readers to Lemprière et al. [113] and references therein for more
details, especially for the boreal portion of CMF.
Bioenergy from afforested land could have a double positive impact, quickly increasing carbon
storage both in vegetation and soil while reducing fossil fuel emissions [113,221–223]. As already
mentioned, the albedo-induced warming from afforestation in Canada may be smaller than the associated
carbon-induced cooling (P4) [146–148]. However, the resulting loss of agricultural production would
likely lead to “indirect emissions” from land use change elsewhere in the world; the delay before the
strategy provides a net climate gain would therefore be longer, especially if more primary tropical forests
end up being cleared [224–226]. Moreover, we can question the permanence of afforestation projects
north of the Prairies, where a substantial potential exists [13,43]. First, drought could cause permanent
forest loss in this region and has already triggered massive tree mortality since the beginning of the
century [25,27,28,30,227]. Second, frequent land use changes have historically occurred in the region,
and climate change will likely entail future tensions between forestry and agriculture [13,44,45,228,229].
While not discarding the potential contribution of afforestation, we thus turn our attention to bioenergy
from current forests.
Assuming that the extraction of wood for other products would stay the same, bioenergy would
decrease the net carbon storage in CMF due to the increased rate of wood harvest (P1). Yet the
cumulative benefit of fossil fuel substitution would eventually overwhelm this initial “carbon debt”, as
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long as bioenergy does result in a net decrease of fossil fuel emissions over its entire life cycle (the
reverse of P3; the situation is the opposite of the one illustrated in Figure 2) [113]. The higher albedo
from reduced forest cover would cause a further cooling (P4), so that bioenergy could be more efficient
when derived from CMF than from more productive forests with less snow cover [230]. Bioenergy
coupled with carbon capture and storage looks particularly interesting since it can conceptually lead to
net negative emissions, but the decrease in nutrient availability from repeated logging could become an
issue, especially for whole-tree harvest (P5) [179,180,220]. Here again, a long-term perspective is
required since nutrient depletion could take many rotations [231]. Fertilization can in principle
compensate for nutrient losses, but involves emissions that must be subtracted from the climate benefits
(P2) [113].
Bioenergy has a role to play in the global mitigation of climate change, but it faces ecological limits
and is unlikely to meet even the current energy demand [220,232,233]. Despite the very large forested area
per capita in the country, expectations should also be limited for CMF-based bioenergy because vegetation
productivity is lower than in most other regions of the world [37,234]. Various studies have estimated
that different “wastes” from Canadian forests could contribute ~3%–10% of the current national energy
consumption, but roughly half of this bioenergy potential is already realized through the combustion of
wood processing residues [113,235]. Additional wood harvest dedicated to bioenergy could substantially
increase the total energy production, but may not be viable over many rotations. Such a strategy would
also lead to a net negative carbon mitigation for decades at least, due to the slow growth of CMF and the
lower carbon-based energy density of biomass compared to fossil fuels [113,236]. Other forest-based
mitigation strategies can therefore be much more efficient over the coming decades [236]. Another key
consideration is the extent to which bioenergy actually substitutes for, and not simply add to, fossil fuel
energy consumption. This issue is beyond the scope of our review, but suffice it to say that per capita
carbon emissions have slightly increased since 1960 despite the growth of renewable energies [237].
5. Conclusions
While recognizing the importance of various other changes, land use science has been particularly
concerned heretofore with the most extreme instances—the loss of natural forests to agriculture and
urban areas [238]. Although the consequences are less extreme, we must now come to grips with the fact
that the vast majority of Earth’s remaining forests are under direct human influence [1]. The overarching
idea of our review is that even in Canada, despite an extensive tree cover and a very low population
density, most of the forest is in fact being managed (Figure 1), and that this management (often, but not
always, timber-oriented) has profoundly modified its functions and properties. Yet the changes to come
may even be more severe, particularly in western CMF where cumulative impacts of forestry and oil and
gas may remove virtually all old-growth stands over millions of hectares by the end of the century, even
if “best practices” replace the current ones [239]. These detrimental effects are of course not the goal,
but rather inadvertent consequences of the resource extraction we pursue in order to increase human
well-being [51,238].
In this review, we aimed foremost at synthesizing the current understanding of carbon cycling, climate
regulation, and logging, fire, and insect outbreak disturbances in CMF through five scientific principles
(Table 1). We consider that these principles can guide research scientists, managers, and policy makers
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in their assessment of specific questions. We illustrated this by using various or all of these principles to
analyze four complex questions related to land use in CMF, in order to propose relatively clear answers
(Table 2). These answers are of course not definitive, but should be considered as well-informed default
and generally fail-safe options awaiting more dedicated studies. While we believe in the guiding value
of these principles, we acknowledge that they are not all-encompassing so that other considerations
should prevail in some circumstances. For example, fire suppression is often socially desirable in CMF
even though it likely contributes to climate warming.
Table 2. Proposed answers to questions of current interest in Canadian managed forests,
based on the five scientific principles listed in Table 1.
Question
Should we suppress natural disturbances to mitigate climate change?
Should we salvage the trees killed by the mountain pine beetle?
Should we try to prevent paludification?
Should we pursue forest-based bioenergy?

Proposed Answer
No
Yes—but only some of them
No
Yes—but with limited expectations
and only when sufficiently beneficial

One crucial observation emerging from our review is the relatively short-term focus of most large-scale
studies dealing with carbon cycling, climate regulation, and disturbances in CMF. A 100-year analysis
may look farsighted compared with most human endeavours, but for the vast majority of CMF it does not
even cover two full rotations. And as far as global changes to the carbon cycle and climate are concerned,
this is actually a short timescale compared with the millennial lifetime of fossil fuel-emitted CO2. Many
valid reasons justify such limited time horizons, including: (1) the short commitment periods (2008–2012
and 2013–2020) for the Kyoto Protocol developed under the UNFCCC; (2) the scarce empirical support for
long-term results from ecosystem and forestry models, due to the limited time series and chronosequences
currently available; and (3) the speculative nature of projections over centennial and millennial timescales.
Unfortunately, yearly to decennial analyses risk fostering an inadequate focus on carbon fluxes instead
of stocks [240]. Expanding the time horizon of CMF-related analyses is also needed since, as we have
seen, severe short-term consequences from an isolated disturbance event usually disappear over time,
whereas a mitigation strategy leading to a single up-front forest carbon benefit can eventually become
detrimental if requiring repeated fossil fuel emissions (Figure 2).
Over the past decades, quantitative research about forests has progressively broadened its scope from
pure timber through full carbon accounting to a larger suite of climate regulation mechanisms. While this
is by itself a positive evolution, we would like to conclude on a cautionary note regarding the massive and
purposeful climate engineering of CMF. The potential increase in global terrestrial carbon storage resides
mostly in afforestation and represents only a fraction of the fossil fuel carbon that will be emitted by the
end of this century [241,242]. Moreover, large-scale geoengineering projects involve major risks and
create side effects since they differ from actual reductions in fossil fuel emissions [243,244]. Canadian
managed forests are important actors in global carbon cycling and climate regulation, but their sole purpose
should not be to mitigate anthropogenic climate change.
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